10 000 € to be earned for assistance to develop light edible oil

PRESANS has launched a new public worldwide Call for Expertise: we are currently seeking an expert for assistance to develop light edible oil.

If you are interested, please register on www.presans.com/x-call. The selected expert(s) will be paid 10 000€ to complete the project and write the report.

More information on our website: www.presans.com/x-call.

Presans at Defence & Security Days

PRESANS participates to Defence & Security Days from the 28th to 29th of November at Paris–Orly Airport, Paris. Come and visit us there!

Send this email to someone you think may be interested.
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EFFECTIVE AS WELL AS COST-EFFECTIVE

"Presans found and qualified the best expert to help me take my strategic decision"
Marketing Director

DOWNLOADS & LINKS
• Try for free our Worldwide Expert Search Engine
• Discover our book on Open Innovation
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Follow us on Twitter.
Become a fan on Facebook.
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PRESANS participates to Meet Innov from on the 22nd of November at Paris-Orly Airport, Paris, France. Come and visit us there!

Read more...

PRESANS partners again with the 24H OF INNOVATION

The Biarritz-Bidart hackathon entered its sixth year on the 19th of October. The 24 Hours of Innovation event attracts more and more innovative companies and people. Such a one-day global creativity nexus needs a global expertise search engine: this time around, X-Search, developped by Presans, was directly integrated into the website of the event.

Read more...